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Record in the field or at home, even record tunes* with the
MixPre-II series recorders
•
•
•
•
MIxPre 10 II recorder

•
•

Versatile. Durable. High-Performance. Portable.
Protection from high level or low level recordings with 32-Bit Float
Recording
Use as a computer interface through USB
Maximum headroom with Kashmir preamps for 142 dB of Dynamic
Range,
Sync with picture with internal Timecode Generator
Record in High Resolution and hi-fidelity up to 192 kHz

MIxPre 6 II recorder

* requires optional Musician Plug-in

To order, or for more information...p: 09 366 1750; e: info@soundtq.co.nz; FB: @soundtechniques; www.soundfondue.com www.soundtq.co.nz;
https://www.sounddevices.com/mixpre/ for more information
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Behind the scenes Kelly Lucas

Hi all,

4

President’s rave Brendon Durey

And welcome to the last NZTECHO of 2021, and to the end
of a year like no other.

INDUSTRY

By the time you are reading this, the year will be over and
maybe there will be some signs that 2022 will see a return
to normality for the world, the country and the industry.
But looking ahead now, a few days before Christmas, with
Omicron showing up, and the UK, USA and New South
Wales all looking like they're catching fire again, I'm not
so sure.
With so many of our people and so much of the industry
concentrated in and around Tāmaki Makaurau/Greater
Auckland, 2021 has been brutal – on incomes, on
families and on the health and well-being of many
thousands of people.
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For those of us outside of Auckland, the sudden influx
of TVC's and other projects was only a hint of the size of
our biggest production engine, and of how the rest of the
industry struggles to find room for even a fraction of the
work that the Auckland film industry produces.
But, for perspective, I was talking to a friend in the
States earlier today, and she asked about Covid here and
I mentioned that New Zealand had around fifty deaths.
There was a pause, and then she asked 'Fifty...thousand?'

Cover photo:
Graeme Tuckett

'No' ... 'fifty'.
With other countries around the world with similar
populations and health systems – Wales, Ireland, Denmark
etc – all sustaining several thousand deaths from this virus,
maybe it's worth pausing and reflecting just how bloody
lucky we are to be in this incredible country.
And we are looking on track to finish up with a fully
vaccinated rate of around 95% or more - which will make
us one of the very best protected societies on Earth.
I know that for a small – but very vocal – section of society,
vaccines are a contentious issue. But living in a country
in which nearly everybody knew that trusting science and
medicine was the only way through this, makes me feel
proud and grateful.
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Enjoy this issue. It's been a blast to put it together, as always.
And here's to a brilliant summer and a safe and peaceful
new year.
Love your work,
Graeme.

GOLD STARS & CHOCOLATE FISH
N To every Guild member still here and ready to work. It's been
a hell of a year, be proud you made it through.
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With over 20 years in the film and TV industry,
Kelly Lucas is now executive officer for the Techos’ Guild.

Executive Officer Kelly Lucas
Kia Ora.
As we head into the holidays, I sit here
writing this reflecting on the past
year and want to highlight the need
for patience and understanding as we
navigate these new times.
ScreenSafe has delivered the revised
COVID 19 Health and Safety Protocols
for the Traffic Light System this past week
and I have to thank the ScreenSafe COVID
19 Health and Safety Group for all their
hard work and tireless effort in putting
these essential protocols together.
ScreenSafe has created guidance for both
Vaccination Passport Productions and
Non-Vaccination Passport Productions.
These protocols give clear advice so
everyone can make their own informed
decisions on running their productions
under the current government guidelines.
Currently, Vaccination Passports have not
been mandated for our sector. So, we ask
productions to do their risk assessments to
see if the passports are necessary or not.
Over the past few weeks I have had several
concerned crew members (vaccinated and
non-vaccinated) contact me regarding
the Vaccination Passports and the
current conditions. Collectively we need
to consider that we all have a choice
in whether or not to be vaccinated. We
don't know people's individual stories
or experiences, so understanding and
compassion are needed here. I just ask
everyone to be respectful and kind.
I am happy to announce that we will be
releasing our Business Development
program that includes a Business Toolkit

with everything you need to know about
running a business in the New Year.
We will include guidance and
information regarding the Screen
Workers Bill, and in the first quarter a
new rate card guidance that we are busy
consulting with the industry about at the
moment. Thank you to Daniel Watterson
and Tracey Sharman for leading these
projects for the guild.
The Blue Book review is finalised, and the
consultation with SPADA and NZAPG will
happen in the New Year. A big thank you
to the subcommittee for all of their hard
work on this.
We are currently in the final stages of
the Online Module, which has been
developed to combat Bullying and
Harassment. This will be available for
all of the industry in early 2022. We will
start up the Professional Respect Program
Workshops again in February.
I would also like to give a massive thank
you to the Executive Committee for all of
their hard work supporting the guild over
2021, especially Brendon Durey, Sioux
MacDonald, and Tyrone Payne.
A special thank you to the committee
members who have put their hands up
to continue our work. There are endless
hours that go on behind the scenes, and
the support is much appreciated.
I would also like to thank Richard Bluck
for his support as Chair of ScreenSafe and
Jane Scott, who keeps the books for all of
her hard work.
Next year we will be looking at the
ScreenSafe organisation, and we have

received funding from WorkSafe to
do some research on what sort of
organisation it could be. We will be
consulting with the industry on their
thoughts and looking internationally
for ideas. We want to make sure Cultural
Safety and Mental Health is part of the
research and look at how we can create
a healthier and safer environment for
everyone involved across the sector.
Finally, I would like to thank our members
for your ongoing support of the guild.
We are here working for you and want to
know if you have any concerns or ideas to
deliver what you need.
Don't hesitate to get in touch with us at
info@screenguild.co.nz. We need to know
what is going on, on the ground.
In closing, I wish you all a very Merry
Christmas and hope you enjoy this time
with whānau and friends.
Take care, and I look forward to another
year working with you all in 2022.
Ngā mihi nui,
Kelly.

We appreciate
the support of:
Mick Sinclair

Ph +64 9 360-9995 www.sinclairblack.co.nz
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PRESIDENT’S RAVE

IN FOCUS

Guild President Brendon Durey
Another broken up Covid year bites the dust.
This has had a detrimental effect to many of
our businesses, lives, and mental health. Despite
this, for many productions and contracts have
continued for the many facets of the screen
industry. Broadcast TV has been rolling along,
in between the lockdowns the local TV shows
and short form TVC work has been buoyant.
Some of the larger offshore products have keep
rolling in between lockdowns and it only took
this latest extended lockdown for Auckland,
combined with the dysfunction of MIQ creating
so much uncertainty, that the for the last third
of the year has been pretty quiet for most.

content, both domestically and globally, is not
going to reduce in size and we have a great
local crew base and ability to make contact for
both our local screens and the world. Hopefully
we can get better at combining the two and
generating more content with local IP that is
exported to the world, and is successful.
Recently we have also had notification of a
review of the Screen Industry funding models
specifically the SPIG. While I’m happy for this
sort of review and think it needs to be done
periodically to ensure we have the right settings,
I’m hoping it can be done in a way that does not
create too much uncertainty for those investing
in our industry. We all need to champion the
incentives to film in NZ to those who have
concerns about them. It’s important, as they
allow us to be part of the global film industry
and are net positive to the economy regardless
of the rebate. We need to be competitive not
only in attracting offshore film makers, but
also the support that flows down to the local
content developers and the NZ screen industry
in general.

But for many in the screen industry contracting
sector having a couple of quiet months or
three is not unusual for our sector, so I think
the broken-up year was in some ways business
as usual, in a strange kind of way. When you're
used to a lumpy business cycle even the shock
to the workflow and systems that comes with a
pandemic can be worked through and survived
by the New Zealand screen industry workforce.
We have had a couple of large shows either
leave the country or get cancelled recently that
have sent shock-waves through the sector, and
while it seems like an earthquake to the affected
crew at the time it’s unfortunately a part of this
business and part of entertainment contracting
sector in general.
I think we need to stay optimistic about the next
year and the upcoming future of our sector.
I’m convinced
the
demand
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SPECIALIST FILM & TV SAFETY

Lane Street
Studios. A Report.

Big thanks to Kelly our EO, Sioux our Vice
President and all the Executive and branch
committee members. Looking forward to
next year with less restrictions and an ability
for more events to allow our membership to
network and renew working relationships.
Brendon Durey.
AM

Lifeguard & Safety have been working with Production Companies for
over 20 years, on projects ranging from music videos & film school
shoots, low budget television & features, up to major motion pictures.
We can help in the following areas;
Safety supervisors, on set medics, hazard identification & mitigation,
WorkSafe NZ compliance, marine coordination, water safety, and divers
for underwater support.
If it’s the Health & Safety at Work Act 2015 causing you concern, we
have been working with ScreenSafe, WorkSafe NZ & several legal
companies & consultants to find the best solutions for the Screen Sector.
Contact us if you have any questions regarding your next project.
Willy Heatley +64 27 451 6002
willy@guard.co.nz • www.guard.co.nz

Upper Hutt in Wellington is
soon to see the doors open
on brand new purposebuilt film studios, due for
completion in April 2022.
Lane Street Studios occupies a 4
hectare. private, secure site offering
two adjoining sound stages at
2400sqm each, with a total of 6,300
sqm of production and workshop
spaces and onsite parking for
around 125 cars. Chief Executive
Officer, Kristy Grant says “We are
delighted to provide a new studio for
international and local productions.
Lane Street Studios exists to offer
world class production facilities
that strengthen the capacity and

capability of the New Zealand
screen industry. We look forward to
welcoming productions to create
dynamic stories for the screen.”

Pre-Production/
Production Building
The Studio’s pre-production and
production building is home to
a number of open spaces to be
used for offices (1,534 sqm). Spaces
are flexible to suit the use of the
production. Operations Manager,
Dan Eady says “We have consulted
closely with industry to ensure the
newest offering in Aotearoa is fit
for purpose and designed to be
modern and flexible to best meet
production needs.”
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There is room for a further two
racks to be fitted and the room
is air conditioned. The 238 sqm
cinema seats 18 people along with
an accessible space, two working
desks and sofas. It houses a Christie
RGB Laser Projector, a 7m x 3m
white screen, 7.1 surround sound,
purpose designed lighting and
racks for equipment. Additional
arrangements and amenities
include photocopiers and printers
in all areas, bathroom and first aid
supplies. The site will be under
the watchful eye of a high quality
security company to supply full
security and of course, the building
would not be complete without
coffee machines in kitchens!
Local Wellington architects Herriot
Melhuish O'Neill Architects
(HMOA) designed the spaces and
builders PCB Construction are
nearing completion of the build –
both have previously worked on
the development of the
infrastructure in Miramar.
The site is nestled in a sheltered
beautiful green belt at the foot of the
Whiteman's Valley and 5 minutes
walk from Upper Hutt City centre.
The Brewtown hospitality and
entertainment complex is right next
door. Lane Street Studios is setting
itself up as a green production
facility, to support current worldwide
industry standards. This process
started right from the inception
of the project with construction
activities such as reusing and
recycling any doors, windows, carpet
tiles and furniture from the existing
building. They are also finalising
other green based initiatives such
as EV charging stations, waste and
rain water collection systems as
well as landscaping using native
plants to keep the birds happy. The
studios also support buying local
and New Zealand made, so much of
the furniture is from a range of New
Zealand companies and many local

Hutt Valley and Wellington based
supporting businesses have been
employed to help complete
and supply for various aspects
of the facilities.
Office space includes production,
accounts, art department, VFX,
Locations and Tech offices all
furnished with a mixture of stand
up and static desks. All areas have
standard lighting, power outlets,
data ports, heat pumps and air
conditioning and are security
alarmed. Large café/kitchen area,
smaller kitchen and toilet facilities,
including accessible bathrooms.
There is also a furnished Medic
Room with a separate office space.
The site is access secured by swipe
card, and all areas are network
condition ready. In addition to the
office spaces, there is a large multipurpose office space (38 sqm) that
could be used for VFX, Editing, Data
Wrangling or any digital work that
requires a darkened space. This area
is provisioned for both ethernet and
fibre connectivity. The server room
(21 sqm) has four racks. Two of
these house Lane Street Studios
security and IT infrastructure and
the other two are available
for production to use.

A Workshop space for construction,
props and paint (totalling 2,430
sqm) houses x4 truck dock ways, a
31 sqm spray painting booth with a
paint washing area with a sediment
trap. There is a designated office
with desks, chairs and shelving,
a kitchen space for this area and
toilet facilities. The area is accessible
by trucks and forklifts through
three roller doors. The area has DG
cabinets and cages for gas bottles
and mobile spill kits.

The Costume (348 sqm), Laundry
(176 sqm) and Make Up (164 sqm)
departments include an open plan
costume making area with an office
for the Costume Designer and space
and furniture for the Costume
Supervisor and Co-ordinators.
Lighting is to fine-work quality, with
power and data outlets. Equipment
includes sewing machines,
overlockers, vacuum bed ironing
boards, irons, and a fusing press.
There are cutting tables and areas
for haberdashery and fabric storage.
Garment racks and mannequins are
also supplied. There is a separate
fitting room with sofas, chairs,
mirrors and racks.
The Costume Props area and
Breakdown is in a separate area
with a glue room with extraction,
benches and shelving. Laundry
includes a spray booth, dryers and
washing machines and a 70 ltr and
200 ltr dye vat with extraction.
There are benches in this area and
compressed air and DG cabinets
with a Zip for mixing dyes. Make-up
has two hair washing stations with
chairs, twelve stations with lights,
benches, cupboards, shelving, tables
and chairs. It also has a domestic
washer and dryer for washing towels
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etc. All of these areas have their own
kitchen with four showers nearby
and toilet facilities. There is also a
truck dock that backs onto this area.
Upon completion of the
construction, the backlot will also
host a camera store, ample car
parking with a tech bar in front
of the stages for trucks to park
directly in front, a purpose-built
area to service the catering trucks
and shooting crew, an area for Unit,
which is close to the stages and will
include power and servicing of
the trailers, and finally a purposebuilt Gate House to monitor the
site, premises and people coming
and going from the facility. Crew
will enter through a turnstile and
vehicles through a barrier arm.
There is optional space for a Nurses
Station to monitor crew if there is a
Covid-19 outbreak.

Sound Stages
The Studio consists of two sound
stages, which occupy around
2,200m2 each. The concrete panels
are being constructed on-site due
to the height and number required.
These are being put in place by one
of New Zealand’s largest cranes.

On completion the sound stages
will both be 38 meters wide and 60
meters in length with a height to the
grid of 12.2 meters and a height to
the roof of 17 meters. They include
curtain rails with blue or green,
white and solid screens available, a
lift, a plant and dimmer room, an
internal door between the two stages
and restroom facilities. A Stage & B
Stage are purpose-built soundproof
film studios. both have a power
board output capacity ex mains
supply of 1000KVA, plus facility to
connect a 1000KVA generator to
sub boards as required. They are
both equipped with house lighting,
power outlets and compressed air
reticulation. There is an air handling
system for fresh air and extraction, a
grid of catwalks for set and lighting
rigs, plus a grid level dimmer room
in A Stage with a lift, which the
B Stage can also access. 36 sqm
motion-controlled platform is fitted
in the A Stage floor.
The Certificate for Public Use has
been issued for the pre-production/
production building, which has
spaces available for hire now.
The team look forward to continuing
the construction of the sound stages
to be production ready in April
next year.

Strengthening the Screen Sector
In addition to providing top-tier
facilities, Lane Street Studios are
also invested in strengthening and
sustaining the pipeline of the New
Zealand screen sector through
vocational training opportunities
in partnership with Wellington
Creative Ltd. The team are exploring
avenues that identify the sector’s
short term and longer-term
needs, in terms of crewing, skill
development and content creation,
that help to bridge the gap between
graduates and professionals. The
pipeline provides programmes
and workshops that are targeted to
vocational training opportunities

as well as secondary students and
tertiary students.

roles that need to be addressed to
future proof the screen sector.

Chief Strategic Officer, Melissa
Conway, says “Supporting the future
of the industry is a major priority
for Lane Street Studios. We look
forward to building programmes
and workshops that support
graduates and industry newcomers
to be job-ready. We are fortunate to
be working in a strong creative city,
where we can identify and support
upcoming talent.”

We recognise the urgent need
to retain and build skills in our
industry, to retain knowledge and
equip the crews of the future. A
key to successful training is that
everyone is paid for their time –
mentors and students, as this is
essential for buy-in, commitment
and it enables all participants to
focus and enjoy their training
experience, rather than worrying
about how to pay their bills” says
Melissa Conway.

Since June 2021, the team have
delivered two 6-week Creative
Business Programme courses.
Supported by the Southeast Asia
Centre of Asia-Pacific Excellence,
the programme is a tailored shortform course delivering fundamental
and transferable business skills.
Through the course, participants
developed a unique story for screen
idea and learned from a toolkit of
business skills to help develop and
map the future of their unique idea
and their careers in the sector. The
courses culminated in a pitching
session to local and international
industry professionals hailing from
Netflix, TVNZ to Disney
and Animation Producers to
Festival Programmers.
Lane Street Studios currently has
two other skills-based training
programmes in development with
the U.S Embassy and local Iwi, “We
understand the need to expand our
reach and get a diversity of voices
and talent across the sector, we are
working with Ngāti Toa Iwi to help
address barriers such as inclusion,
accessibility and having role models
within the screen sector to establish
learning and career pathways.
Research and consultation with
industry practitioners shows that
there are some major gaps in various

Lane Street Studios is actively
seeking partners to collaborate with
on industry vocational training as
well as experienced screen sector
professionals who are interested in
mentoring and presenting as part of
our future programme delivery.

Benefits for Aotearoa
The addition of Lane Street
Studios to New Zealand’s screen
infrastructure will contribute
further to the capacity of the
sector. This will in turn attract
more productions, which provide
more opportunities for work and
importantly, more opportunities
to train crew coming into the
sector. Ideally this will help with
overall sustainability as a sector and
continue to build on the substantial
success we have already achieved
in New Zealand. Kristy Grant says
“With an increased work flow, it
would be marvellous to see an
increased emphasis on telling New
Zealand stories in Aotearoa, made by
New Zealanders. We are great story
tellers and we certainly know how to
bring them to life on screen.”
For more information visit:
https://www.lanestreetstudios.com/
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TECHOSPHERE

On set firearms.
How we work in New Zealand.

not required for a large selection of firearms.
Whereas in NZ everyone requires a firearms
licence and for theatrical work a number of
endorsements have to be applied for through NZ
POLICE. People are vetted to their suitability to
obtain these. With the ever changing Firearms
Acts and Regulations over the last few years,
this is a long and drawn out process, and now to
supply firearms to a film set, armourers must
hold a NZ POLICE DEALERS Licence which has
to be renewed each year,and you are interviewed
as well needing to supply as two referees as to
your suitability to contine to hold the licence.
Theatrical Armourers are responsible for
the transport, secure storage and use of all
firearms on film sets. They ensure firearms are
used safely and correctly, and that those who are
to use them are trained and competent to do so.
They must have a in-depth knowledge
of the relevent firearms laws and health and
safety requirements.

Gunner Ashford writes.

Armourers set up a safety-brief prior to any
scenes requiring firearms, and set the safe
distances and safe areas in conjunction with the
First AD and Director, as to the camera angles
which will minimise any risk of injury from
blank firing. They must be on set whenever
firearms are on set, regardless if firing blanks is
taking place or not.
Before firearms are taken on set they are to be
inspected by the Armourer as fit and safe for use,
and clear of any ammunition. On arrival on-set
the 1st AD and safety officer must be informed
and they must check that the firearms are
unloaded and clear of any ammunition. They
are then to remain in the armourers custody
at all times.

With the recent firearm tragedy on
the set of Rust in the USA, we asked
Gunner Ashford to explain and
clarify the law and safety protocols
you can expect on any New Zealand
film set.

SAFETY BULLETIN # 1 is

Due to the tragic events of 21 Oct 2021 on the
film set at Bonanza Creek Ranch in Santa Fe, it is
appropriate to explain our safety with firearms
on NZ film sets

TREAT ALL FIREARMS AS THOUGH THEY
ARE LOADED.

The events that unfolded will take time to come
out, and we can not comment on what happened
as we were not there.
The INDUSTRY WIDE LABOR-MANAGEMENT
SAFETY COMMITTEE in the USA issues
safety bulletins .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SAFETY
WITH FIREARMS AND USE OF "BLANK
AMMUNITION"
Opening PARAGRAPH states
BLANKS CAN KILL.

"LIVE AMMUNITION" IS NEVER TO BE
USED NOR BROUGHT ONTO ANY STUDIO
LOT OR STAGE.
This safety bulletin is what our safety
documents are based on and I believe are
similar the world over.
The main difference between USA and NZ is the
gun culture of USA, where firearms licences are

The safety officer and the armourer inspect all
blank and dummy ammunition to ensure no live
ammunition is present. Dummy ammunition
will have a hole drilled through the cartridge
case or a bead inside it so when you shake it ,it
will rattle to indicate that no propellant powder
is in side the case.
Prior to filming a sample of blank ammunition
is tested to ensure that it meets the standard
required and no wadding or material is expelled
when fired. Blank ammunition comes in various
loads for various muzzle signature that the
director may require. Common loads are FLASH
or SMOKE effects and loads are 1/4,1/2 or Full.
These are identified by colour sealant on the
crimp of the cartridge case at manufacture. The
majority of film blank ammunition is imported
from international sources who manufacture for
the film industry to a set consistent standard.
Small quantities of blank may be manufactured
by armourers locally to meet the film needs.

When ever DUMMY ammunition is used it is
inspected by the Armourer and Safety Officer
and 1st AD. It is then shown to the person using
the firearm and camera crew. The firearm
loading is observed by the person using it and on
completion of the scene it is inspected to ensure
it is complete and the firearm is inspected to
ensure the action and barrel are clear. This is the
same process when blank ammunition is used .
According to Police records there are 164
Theatrical licence endorsments in NZ for film
and television and re-enacting .
A new chapter to cover firearms use in NZ film
and television is being written at present to be
included in the SCREENSAFE document.
Prior to firearms going to a film set Police are
notified and written permission is required.
Prior to any blank firing Police are notified
and an event number is entered into the police
control centre and then cancelled when firing
is complete. It is also a requirement to notify
surrounding properties when any firearms are
fired or in public view.
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REGIONAL WRAP
Take one – Auckland

Take two – Bay of Plenty

Auckland. Ho Hum. Semi-out-of-lockdown,

cancellation of production of Cowboy

Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou

Industry’ for the Tohea programme.

(well, not really in many ways), is left trying

Beebop, on top of new Auckland Council/

katoa. Nga mihi nui ki a koutou katoa.

This programme is an Indigenous

to pick up the pieces after 120 odd days

Screen Auckland’s announcements of ‘104

under stricter controls than other cities,

Sites and Places of Significance to Mana

and with no real sign of changes taking

Whenua listed in the Tamaki Makaurau

place in a hurry. Although we are now
in the ‘traffic light system’ it seems that
confusion about what that actually looks
like or how it affects many industries is rife,
and as we try and navigate our way forward
over the ever-changing landscape there are
going to be many moments of frustration
and discord amongst us. Please be assured
that producers are working twice as hard to
try and get jobs coming in, and they have
multiple headaches and hoops to jump
through just to get even the simplest of jobs
off the ground. Please try to assist them by
making sure your CVs are accessible and
up to date, and if you get a booking, please
contact the production company as soon

Auckland Unitary Plan’ potentially
restricting some of our commonly used

And just like that Santa is packing his
sleigh as 2021 speeds to a close. What a
year it has been as we all try to adjust to
this new pandemic world.

locations we have a much harder job

Despite Covid and the challenges that

trying to find locations quickly and easily

it has presented (one being how many

to film at in and around Auckland City.

times you hear the word unprecedented)

This is because activities as filming at

production and training continues to

these sites and places will require resource

hum along here in the Bay.

consent, which will result in additional
time (that often commercial producers
don’t have) and cost implications for the
screen sector when using these locations.
It is already so difficult for location
scouts and managers to work under the
current system, so adding more red tape
and expense is going to make life near

Our new leadership appointment has
expanded the foundations for the
organisation which in turn is creating a
larger profile for Film Bay of Plenty. Local
crew are choosing to work where they live,
strengthening our crew database and our
kete of collaboration.

Screen Industry Employment, Training
and Apprenticeship that has succeeded
beyond expectations, ensuring 80%
of participants who complete the
programme remain in the industry.
Belonging to Te Arawa, the Iwi or tribe
of the Rotorua Region, TOHEA means 'to
grow or strengthen' and the programme is
the first of its kind in New Zealand.
We recently released our locations
Showreel, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YhFfyfEP8cc. This beautiful
piece shows some of our key locations.
It is a living document and we look
forward to expanding on this as the year
progresses.
We look forward collaborating with you
all and seeing you in 2022.

as possible to discuss the type of job it

impossible if shooting outside of a studio

Our Board member Paula Jones was

will be (vaccination certificates required,

in Auckland.

the winner for the Makers and Shakers

Mere Kirihimete from Tracy,

awards for “Initiative to Grow Local

Jade and Elysia.

or not) and to find out the basic extra
requirements such as whether you will be
required to get a Covid test prior to call
time, when it would be needed, and how it
is to be carried out. Gone are the days you
can just take a booking and turn up at call
time without any fuss. If everyone does

Auckland has been bleeding badly this
year, and my hope is that we recover as
quickly as we did after the first lockdown
in 2020. Personally, I’ll be glad to see the
back of 2021, and look forward to getting
my teeth into 2022, and take on all the

their bit we can minimise the pain and

challenges it throws our way head on. I

inconvenience for all involved.

wish you all a safe holiday season, and look

Auckland seems to have been on the

forward to what the new year brings.

receiving end of more bad news at the

Sioux Macdonald, Guild vice president and

last stage of the year, with the recent

executive committee member
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Take three – Wellington
I don't think there's ever been a quarter
of a year like the one we have just gone
through. When Auckland shut down,
a dozen or more TVC's relocated to the
closest town with an established industry
– and that was us.

Take five – Christchurch

potent reminder of just how much TVC
work goes through Auckland.

At Crew Wellington the phone started
ringing and didn't stop for about eight
weeks. Luckily, in the weeks before the
Avatar crew went back for pick-ups, it
wasn't too hard to find people. But as soon
as Miramar was working again, those of
us who were left were piling up the jobs.

We've also been enjoying hosting a couple
of lowish to medium budget features down
here, and especially enjoying some of the
feedback we've had at Crew Wellington
about the ease of shooting in Wellington –
WCC and the Greater Wellington Regional
Council are famously 'film friendly' – and
how skilled and professional our crews
are. No surprise to us, but it's always nice
to be reminded what a special wee city and
industry we have here.

By November, the work had slowed
back to about what we expect in the
capital, but for a few months, it was a

Anyway, on to 2022 and whatever it
brings. Happy New Year to you all,
GT and Crew Wellington

The last few months have seen a flurry of
work drift down to the South Island as the

Take four – Queenstown
Queenstown Filmy's Santa Wish-List:
•

Queenstown Filmy's
New Years Resolutions:

Studio build to start locally
(or even just a big shed)

•

Get ready for the 3 productions

•

International borders to be open

heading to Queenstown in February

•

Sunshine every day, and lotsa

(One Lane Bridge Series3; Under The

snow in winter

Vines Series2, and Masterchef NZ)

•

One mega budget TVC per month shot

•

Enroll on a training course being

in Queenstown

crafted by Film Otago Southland to

•

A dedicated production office space

target skill gaps in the local industry

•

A return to the old-normal ?!

•

🙂

•

Renew Techos Membership

A month off over Christmas

•

"Moderate" chardonnay consumption

& New Year

•

Don't be a dick. Or judgmental. And

•

World peace & climate-change solution

be kind. And inclusive. And look after

•

Julian Assange free / extradited

each other.

to Queenstown (??!!)
•

Hawkes Bay chardonnay

Well, what a time the industry is having.

Happy holidays,
Nic Macallan and the Queenstown crew.

top of the country continue to be locked
down. Christmas and ‘get-back-to-it’ type
TVC’s soaked up the bulk of the region’s
resources for the months of October and
November with remote workflows now
firmly part of the expected package for all
commercials. It was a great opportunity
for production companies that don’t
usually venture this far South to work
with local crew and shed light on the
capabilities of the region as a viable
location for future projects.
We also welcomed the release of the new
regional showreel to help further our
profile nationally and internationally.
Make sure you check it out.
Next year is looking good already with a
virtual production set to shoot in January,

and a host of shorts and features in
various stages of development funding,
all primed to kick off next year. The
influx of crew in the last year looking for
the smaller city life has helped boost our
base and open doors to more projects.
Welcome folks, and don’t forget to change
your branch membership to CHCH so
we can make sure you get the invites to
workshops and meet-ups.
Catch you on set, but until then stay safe
and be kind.
Zac Beckett-Knight.
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Take six – Dunedin
In appreciation of the silly season now

Thinking of story-telling and now with

upon us and in feeling festively silly…

Xmas silly season rearing its head it makes

While it’s been a quiet end to the year
here in Ōtepoti on the film front I have
been lucky enough to explore some of the
locations around the city as part of a scout
last month and it never seems to amaze
me just how lucky we are here, with our

me wonder why, we as a country, have

Alice Harris: Auckland Production

David Duckworth: Christchurch Post Production

market? Surely there’s an opportunity to

Megan Maxwell: Auckland Make-Up

Craig Forster: Christchurch Camera

profit from a Kiwi-esque Xmas Rom Com?
Santa’s elf friend Seamus falls from the
sleigh on Xmas Eve, landing headfirst on

those guiding to show you around while
offering their own stories or learned

cute sausage-making butcher from Milton.

Andy MacRae: Wellington Lighting

Roger Tompkins: Queenstown Medical

Will he find his way back to the north pole

Danielle Sciascia: Wellington Lighting

Laura King: Queenstown Make-Up

or will he discover nothing makes him
Cath Simes: Christchurch Production

wild venison bangers?

Kate Cox: Christchurch Production

I think it has a good ring to it.
But seriously, whether you are sausage

no shortage of interesting characters and

maker, a sausage loving elf or a storytelling

historical drama to relive and romanticise

Producer / Director / Writer - come

about as you walk down varying corridors

visit us! On arrival, ask anyone who can

Looking out to the future filmmaking
horizon it makes me optimistic (and
excited) we will get to see some local
stories on screen as I hear of projects in
varying stages of development about the
city, to be shot in the city next year and
beyond. As obvious as it seems to shoot

connect you to anyone (that’s basically

and offer you some seriously spectacular
storytelling scenic sights.

That frontage is NA till late 2023 dammit.

smashing Xmas and please be kind to each

see more of you coming down to recce
and be inspired by what is available to
embellish your story-telling fancies.

Ph: 09 818 1981 • Mb: 021 443 958
www.griphq.nz • derek@griphq.nz

Just don’t choose the Dunedin Railway.

something we can assume, especially if

Surely now the lockdown has lifted we will

• Full grip crew • Stabilised remote heads • 15’ - 75’ TechnoCrane’s • 4x4 All terrain crane bases
• Chapman - Leonard dollies • Panther dollies • Motion control • Helicopter mounts • Slider’s
• Generators • Rigging • Car mounts • Blue/green/black screens • Multiple vehicle options

to go, see and do and we will welcome

OK, more seriously though, have a

Dunedin in some way.

New Zealand’s largest supplier of grip equipment servicing the world’s entertainment industries

everyone) to guide you on where and what

in the city your story is based it’s not
Producers attached are not connected to

Alan McArthur: Queenstown Camera

happier than Dwayne’s award winning

legends as part of the experience. There is

of times gone by.

Alex Turner: Queenstown Art
Jackie Gay: Queenstown Casting

Old Prisons, Victorian Interiors,

There’s always such a willingness from

Gavin Stroud: Auckland Camera

Margot Mills: Wellington Locations

the back patio of Dwayne’s, an awkwardly

miles of pristine beaches.

Join us in giving our new members a warm welcome!

not delved into the Festive Storytelling

landscapes and architecture.

Underground dens, diverse forests and

NEW MEMBERS

other as you make the most of the holiday
break. Here’s to next year being an active
and abundant one!
Meri Kirihimete Everyone.
Rebecca Rowe

VISIT

ScreenSafe.co.nz

Health and Safety for the Screen Industry

Helping create safe workplaces
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WIDE ANGLE

A stranger to
the truth
Waka Attewell nzcs

It’s the end of another year at Film School and the graduation films are about to
head off to have the DCP’s made… there’s a thing called ‘industry week’ where
the jaded talk up the possibilities and bring hope to a ‘hopeless’ world… yep we
sit in front of the students and make the film and TV biz sound perfect… no
mention of standing on concrete for 12 hour days or the recent trend known
affectionately as a ‘rolling lunch’ where you don’t get a sit-down lunch break.
It’s a beautiful time where the ‘industry’ can be
glossed over and brutality of it ignored. You might
even mention their upcoming roll in the climate
change debate but why ruin hope right now?
Teaching at a film school becomes a selffulfilling-study of inward and outward thinking
and usually in equal amounts of bogus vs craft
vs discovery and all of this already etched with
those first sessions where you gaze out over the
new students and instantly assume a whole lot
about who they are. And then you get to know
them through the year, as they prove how wrong
your initial impressions were.
Over the years patterns have emerged and
situations repeated themselves… perhaps so
much so that it’s become predicable? But no.
Every year there are at a least a dozen surprises
you didn’t see coming.
I’ve worked in film schools where the ‘adult
intervention’ has crippled the dynamic flow
(the equivalent of an art school grabbing the
brush whilst proclaiming ‘it goes like this’). This
school is not one of those – where the surprises
have been gold and the reason why you love
teaching so much.

There’s those 3 pages of script that you’ve been
using as a class exercise for the last twenty years
and you thought you’d seen every different way
it could be interpreted but no. Heck! Something
new and free and fresh and from the guy from
Palmy, but wait there’s more, a clapper loader
who gets the slate in the middle of frame
every shot for the entire 4 days, the student
cinematographer who know instinctively
where to put the key light… a screenplay that
has insight into racism from within a racist
education process and then been approved as a
graduation script so it will get made… bliss, and
then the day where everyone in the room has
finally grasped which direction from camera
‘upstage’ and ‘down stage’ mean.
But besides never pointing out privilege, or
making a comment about wealth verses-poverty
– or reverting to institutional clichés like ‘level
playing field’ – you know it’s a bit like never
pointing out the fact that the bucket fountain in
Cuba Mall doesn’t actually work, or that 'genius
film maker' is not an ideal job description to
put in that CV… and how do we become film
makers instead of ‘film watchers?’ …and other
esoteric waffle intermingled with great insight.

Yet getting this thing called ‘self’ out of the way
appears to be the main point of every year.

not pissing off the Gaffer with endless questions

By about the 3rd session in the classroom
there’s usually half the room that have fixed you
with that ‘fuck you’ stare (somehow you’re to
blame for the middle of winter) and the other
half that are now beginning to embrace the idea
that they know a little less than they thought
so you begin with ‘and so does most of the
industry’ - the discussions can now free-flow
around aspects of the ‘vanity’ and the actual
function of the red carpet – ego and the role of
the decision maker, or the role of the committee
in a vital decision or simply the function of the
class wanker in those early exercises, and then
you get on with erecting a ‘c’ stand and it slowly
dawns that this porous world of art within and
without boundaries, a place that isn’t art school
but neither is it a university nor is it a finishing
school… it’s a film school, specific in the
medium, random in the outcomes and purpose,
and what could be so brilliant?

mise-en-scène defining screenplay moment;

When I first started teaching in the film and TV
business there was an air of refined expectations
and lofty ideals mostly - perhaps - pertaining to
a European form, a sort of film society thing that
could be looked upon as a wee bit clever? – this
expectation evolved many years ago at Pacific
Films where a corporate project might involve
a Fellini type ‘look’ where monolithic stands
of wallpaper are made relevant to the seascape
around Cape Palliser (Barry Barclay), theatrical
stage masks are worn by actors and the subject
of electricity and science of humanities’ plight
on this planet is teased out in another corporate
for the cinema market (Masks by Ian Mune, dir.
Barry Barclay, DP David Gribble) … and then we
are recording a voice over in the studio ‘whisk
up a treat’ (Tony Williams) instant pudding paid
the studio rent and our weekly wages …drinking
tea all day and smoking roll-your-own cigarettes
talking about it and doing it…

and the long days of sore feet. How about the

So now the lofty notion of art vs commerce
has been replaced with an expectation of
employment involving the ‘setting of a ‘c’ stand
correctly’ and sorting the sandbags back into the
grip truck after a long night shoot in the rain and

- is more important than an elliptical edit or
a world full of ego and greatness followed by
despair and disappointments followed by
a glimmer of distant hope and even bigger
possibilities but someone is always in the road,
get out of my way…
Sometime you have to point out that the person
in the way is yourself. Insight comes in fits and
starts – reading the tone of the room let alone
the tone of the drama is beyond reach and an
impossible task… but damn this is what I want
to do.
We set the room with a chair up front and
the other chairs spaced out like a classroom.
Already I’m thinking the dynamic here is
somehow creating a false hierarchy where the
demi-god can proclaim greatness.
What’s the challenge here? Speak to the bit
of the film and TV biz that is a factory floor
passion and the creative excitement until that
day you were stiffed on the last week of wages
on the offshore TV series that goes over budget
and the producer does a midnight runner back
to LA, never to be seen again… becomes a tale of
caution… and then you explain why you need to
invoice weekly and get paid weekly. This is the
business of the business of the film game and
it shocks you that some people are in this biz to
make money off your labour…
and actually it’s a bit of a Ponzi-scheme at the
best of times but it’s also addictive.
So I’ll maybe talk about how Country Calendar
is still a New Zealand institution though it’s
now sponsored by a car company and a foreign
owned banking system…. or I could talk up
more of the brutality of the long days and those
dark nights driving home tired (I just fell asleep
at the lights) or I could find a way of describing
how you won’t find anything more addictive
and more alluring and you’ll keep coming
back… and all of it is sort of true because love
can also be brutal and kind at the same time.
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NEWBIE PROFILE

We’ve Got You Covered.

Ella Dickson joined the Guild earlier this year.
Welcome!
How long have you been in screen production
and how did you get started?
I was on the fringes of film and television from
a young age, because growing up my mother
worked in film catering and safety. But my career
started as a teenager working at Joes Garage as
a dishy, and then gradually working my way up
through kitchen. By my late teens I had started
working on commercials as a film caterer, but
paused my career to study and have my son Obie.
After a period in events and as a private chef I
returned to film and worked many years in the
catering truck, feeding the crew that I would
later join on set in 2020. I’ve since spent 2021
exploring onset and logistical departments.

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
LARGE

FORMAT

LENSES

THE ONLY CHOICE FOR UNLIMITED CHOICES

Vice president
Sioux Macdonald 021 969 609

Why did you choose film/TV as a career?
Working in hospitality taught me many of the
skills which would later become useful when I
transitioned into working off and on set. There’s
so much in hospo that aligns with film - the time
management, the interpersonal skills, the pride
in your work and the common goal that everyone
in the different departments is working towards.
So to me working in film felt natural. I also
briefly studied fine arts and photography, so I’ve
always been attracted to the creative side of the
industry. Ultimately, I enjoy the the satisfaction
of getting the job done and thrive in challenging
situations which film provides plenty of.
Do you also work outside of film?
Not right now no.
What have you learnt about your department as
a whole?
I’ve worked in several departments in lots of
different roles this year: Unit, Craft Services,
Locations, Transportation, Camera, Lighting and
Grips. I’ve learnt that every part of the machine
is necessary and understanding the process from
so many different angles has given me much
respect for the work we all do as team.
I’ve learnt that camaraderie and interpersonal
skills are important and to always make the
most of every opportunity, because not all
benefits are financial.

President
Brendon Durey

Auckland chair
Nick Treacy 021 280 8950
Wellington chair
Adrian (Wookie) Hebron 0274 437 028
Christchurch chair
Amanda Jenkins 021 220 1022
Queenstown chair
Wayne Allen 0274 451 113

Why have you chosen to join the Guild. What do
you want and expect of the Guild?
Ultimately, this industry is one of community and
relationships - you can only get so far on your
own. I’m very thankful to have been supported
by the older generation throughout my career,
and joining the guild gives me an opportunity to
repay that kindness and generosity. I believe that
we are stronger as a collective and that together
we can create an empowering and safe industry.

Treasurer
Tyrone Payne
www.panavision.asia

For full committee listing and contact
details please email:
info@screenguild.co.nz
PANAVISION AUSTRALIAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Panavision · Definition Magazine

Kelly Lucas, executive officer
Jane Scott, accounts officer

What strengths do you think the NZ industry
has? What could contribute to a more sustainable industry?
Although I haven't worked outside of New
Zealand yet, I believe we are an industrious,
creative, and well humoured bunch. We're hard
workers who add quality content to the worldwide
stage. Though we are young, we have a unique
identity and I constantly look forward to being
part of projects that bring me great satisfaction
and pride.

SCREEN INDUSTRY GUILD AOTEAROA
NEW ZEALAND OFFICE

CREW REPS
Remember to organise a crew rep on your next production. A crew rep, preferably someone
who is familiar with The Blue Book, is the most efficient way to keep the lines of communication
open between the producer and the crew.

Tel: 09 8899522
PO Box 68-294, Wellesley Street,
Auckland 1145
info@screenguild.co.nz
editor@screenguild.co.nz
accounts@screenguild.co.nz
www.screenguild.co.nz
facebook.com/NZFVTG
Screen Industry Guild office hours
Monday to Friday, 9am to 3.30pm
Outside these hours, please leave a
phone message or email us.

